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Design Simplification by Analogical Reasoning

Marton E. Balazs & David C. Brown
University of Cambridge, United Kingdom
Worcester Polytechnic Institute, USA
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Abstract: This paper presents some results of our research on design simplification by analogical re
ing. It first defines what we mean by a simplification problem. Then it describes our appro
to solving design simplification problems by analogical reasoning and presents an imple
tation of this approach. One of the important contributions of the research presented i
paper is the use of relevance for guiding the analogical reasoning process. The bene
using relevance are analyzed through a set of experiments presented in the paper. Fina
paper draws a set of conclusions and proposes directions for future research.

1. INTRODUCTION

Ever since artifacts have been produced, improving them has been a common h
activity. Improving an artifact refers to modifying it such that it will be either easier to p
duce, or easier to use, or easier to fix, or easier to maintain, and so on. In all of these
“easier” means lessresourcesare required for those processes. While ‘resources’ is a g
eral measure, which can ultimately be expressed by some measure ofcost(such as time or
money), we believe that at the core of many improvements is the notion ofreduction of
complexity, or in other words,simplification. For instance, the less complicated an artifa
is, as measured by the number of parts it consists of, the easier it will be to manufactu
is clearly the case that the cost of the actual manufacturing process will depend o
technological sophistication of the manufacturer, experience and skill of the workers
so on. However, as opposed to cost, the complexity of an artifact gives an objective
acterization of the difficulty of its manufacturing.

Studying simplification is a very important direction of research since it targets
understanding and simulation of a basic human (cognitive) activity. This can lea
important results from both theoretical and applicative points of view. On the other h
the study of simplification, may set a context for studying human creativity as a by-p
uct of goal-directed reasoning processes.

This paper presents some results of our research on performing simplificatio
designs by analogical reasoning. The paper is structured as follows: Section 2 defin
design simplification and uses and example to illustrate our approach to solving d
simplification problems. Section 3 presents our approach to solving design simplific
problems using goal-driven analogical reasoning and describes the implementation
design simplification system. Section 4 analyzes some experimental results produc
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the most important plans for our future research.

2. SIMPLIFYING DESIGNS

Simplifying a design means to reduce its complexity. We view complexity as a wa
characterizing designs from a givenpoint of view, that iscontext, aspectandmeasure. A
contextfor characterizing a design by its complexity refers to a process that can be
formed on the design (e.g., describing it, producing it, using it and so on). For a given
text, anaspectis the collection of those elements of the design which play a role in th
characterization in the context considered (e.g, its structure, its behavior or its func
Finally, for a given context and aspect, ameasureis a function that assigns to a design
numeric value that characterizes the complexity of the design in the given contex
aspect. For example, counting the components of a design can be a measure of com
defined for the context of manufacturing, in the aspect of structure: it characterize
number of components that have to be manufactured before the design can be com
In the following, when talking about the complexity of a design we will assume tha
point of view has been chosen.

We say that a designA is simplerthan another designB if the complexity ofA is lower
than the complexity ofB. In this case we also say that the designsA andB are in thesim-
pler-then relation. We will call an instance of the simpler-than relation asimplification.

A simplification can be discovered in one of the following two ways: a) by measur
and then comparing the complexities of two given designs, or b) solving a design sim
cation problem. In our research we are interested in solving design simplification p
lems.

Given a design, and a point of view (context, aspect and measure) thedesign simplifi-
cation problemis the problem of finding another design that has the same function as
original design and its complexity is less than that of the original design. We call the
cess of solving a simplification problemsimplification process(when no ambiguity can
occur we will used the termsimplification to denote a simplification process).

The question to which our research is proposing an answer is “How can design si
fication problems be solved in an effective and efficient way?”.

Clearly simplification can be done in different ways. For instance one could apply
plification rules acquired from designers. Alternatively one could use previously
formed simplifications as model for simplifying a design. Reusing known simplificati
by adapting them to new problems allows the solution of new simplification problem
the reuse is based on generalization and mapping to a different domain, new and
ously unsolved simplification problems could be solved. More than that, the generaliz
would support the search for general simplification principles. These observations a
basis for our choice to use analogical reasoning to perform simplification. The approa
solving simplification problems presented in this paper is based on what we call “g
directed” analogical reasoning.

In the following subsection we illustrate our approach to solving simplification pr
lems using an example.

2.1  A Design Simplification Example

Consider the design of a personal fax machine presented in Figure 1a (Petroski 1
The functions of this design are to allow the sending and receiving of faxes. The com
ity of this design in the context of manufacturing, with respect to the aspect of structu
measured by the number of its components is 6.
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A solution to the simplification problem specified by this design and the point of v
considered is presented in Figure 1b (Petroski 1996). This new design has the same
tions as the original one and its complexity (measured for the same point of view) is 5
is less than the complexity of the original design.

We propose that the simplification process that produces the “New Fax” design
the “Old Fax” design consists of the following steps:

“Old Fax”

“New Fax”

Reader Part Printer Part

stepping
motor

stepping
motor

platen
roller

platen
roller

image sensordocument

image sensor

thermal head

thermal head

recording
paper

platen
roller

platen
roller

stepping
motor

recording
paper

document

Reader Part Printer Part

SIMPLER THAN

Figure 1.Simplification of a personal fax machine. Adapted from (Petroski 1996)

(a)

(b)
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1. A database of known simplifications is searched for simplifications that could be
as model for solving the problem. This search is based on measuring the degree o
ilarity between the “Old Fax” and designs that are the “more complex” member
known simplifications. The measure used has to favor designs that have a structur
system of relations) similar to that of the “Old Fax”. It is important to note here tha
is possible that individual simplifications may refer to only some parts of designs.
say that those parts arerelevantto the corresponding simplification. This observatio
can be exploited in searching the database of known simplifications as well as in s
quent phases of the simplification process.
If we use a database of simplifications that contains examples of simplification
arithmetic expressions the simplification shown in Figure 2. may be retrieved as
best model for solving the simplification problem at hand. The simplification retrie
is calledsource analog.

2. Next the simplification knowledge represented in the source analog has to be tra
ferred to the problem domain and applied to the simplification problem. Both the tr
fer and the application may require adaptations such that the result is valid in the
problem domain.

/
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+
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x *

x +
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+

*

Relevant
Explanation

Replace
x*y+x*E

by
x*(y+E)

Figure 2.Source analog retrieved for the fax design simplification problem
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For the example considered the simplification process transferred from the source
plification can be described by

REPLACE:
a motordriving a roller and amotordriving a roller
BY:
a motordriving  (a roller and a roller)

Applying this process to the “Old Fax” will result in the simpler “New Fax” present
in Figure 1b.

Note that the actual processing is much more complicated than described abo
order to be able to preform it the following questions must be answered (Bhatta and
1994):

• What should be the content and representation of source analogs?

• How is the target problem specified?

• Given a target problem, how might the retrieval of the source analog occur?

• Once a source analog has been retrieved, how can it be mapped onto the targe
lem and how will this mapping be used to transfer the problem solving knowled

• How can the solution to the target problem be completed?

• How will a solution to the target problem be evaluated?

• How can it be decided whether a useful generalization over the source problem
the target problem can be built. How can such a generalization be built?

• How can it be decided whether the target problem and its solution are diffe
(novel) enough to be worth storing for later use?

• How can the generalization and/or the target problem be stored into the databa
problems for later use?

Our research proposes answers to all these questions in the context of design si
cation by analogical reasoning taking into consideration the possibility of using the
plification goal to improve the performance of the processing.

3. DESIGN SIMPLIFICATION BY
ANALOGICAL REASONING

In this section we describe the model of the goal-driven analogical reasoning pro
we are proposing for solving design simplification problems. This was derived fro
quite general model of analogical reasoning. The analogical reasoned process cons
the following phases:

Retrieval of candidate source analogs: this phase selects from the set of known simp
fications those that have the same point of view as the problem, and which are “simila
the problem. Similarity is measured in terms of the number and kind of elements (
components, relations and attributes) they share.

Selection of the source analog: each candidate analog retrieved has associated with
score which measures its similarity to the object to be simplified. This score is use
select the simplification that is closest to the problem.
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Mapping of the source analog onto the problem: this phase will produce several “glo-
bal mappings” that are consistent sets of correspondences between relevant elem
the source analog, and elements in the problem.

Selection of the best global mapping: each of the global mappings obtained will b
evaluated for quality by combining the scores of the member correspondences (e.g.,
spondences between relations will assigned higher scores than correspondences b
attributes for analogical reasoning). The scores of the member correspondence
assigned at the time of retrieval. The global mapping with the highest score wil
selected to be used for transferring the simplification knowledge.

Transfer of simplification knowledge: the best global mapping will be used to produc
several candidate simplifications by associating the unmapped elements in the sourc
log with elements in the problem.

Application and evaluation of candidate simplifications: all of the candidate simplifica-
tions are applied to the simplification problem, producing new objects. The objects
duced will be evaluated against the problem constraints and for the simplifica
condition. If an object produced does not satisfy the constraint or is not simpler tha
object specified in the object, it is dropped.

Selecting the solution: the object that has the minimal complexity from among tho
which satisfy the constraint and are simpler than the object to be simplified, wil
reported as solution to the simplification problem.

Generalization and learning: if the simplification that was applied is significantly dif
ferent than the source analog it has been derived from, it will be added to the databa
known simplifications. Also, if a useful generalization over the new simplification and
source simplification can be built, it will also be added to the database.

Figure 3 illustrates the intermediate results of the different phases in the process

3.1  Representing and Organizing Design Simplifications

To be able to perform analogical reasoning on simplifications we need to define
simplifications will be represented as well as how those representations will be orga
to support the reasoning process.

We will represent a simplification by a binary relation (calledsimpler-than relation)
that connects two objects, a simpler one and a more complicated one (Figure 4). A
pler-then relation has two attributes: anexplanationof the simplification it represents and
a description of the aspects of the two objects that are relevant to the simplification.

The explanation is used for two purposes. One one hand it is the basis for determ
which elements of the objects involved in the simplification are relevant. On the o
hand it can be used to build abstractions over simplifications, with the purpose of org
ing simplifications into hierarchies. Such hierarchies are useful for the analogical tra
of simplification knowledge, as well as for generating general simplification rules an
principles.

The relevant elements are central to this research because they are used to foc
processing in all the phases of the analogical reasoning process to only those porti
objects that are involved in some simplification.

 Explaining a Simplification

The explanation of a simplification can be given in either of the following two ways
specifying the difference between the two objects involved in the simplification, o
specifying the process by which the simplification was achieved.
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Specifying the difference is needed when the fact that an object is simpler than an
one was “discovered”, but no simplification process is known. How the difference ca
specified depends on the ontology used for representing the objects. For instance
objects are represented using an objects, components, relations and attributes ontolo
difference can be represented by two sets: a set of elements (components, relatio
attributes) that are part of the more complicated object, but not part of the simpler
(elements removed), and a set of elements that are part of the simpler object, but not
more complicated one (elements added).

When the process by which the simplification was achieved is known, the descrip
of this process can be added to the simpler relation as an explanation. A simplification
cess will be represented as a sequence of transformations. Each transformation in
two objects, the transformation operation applied, and the precondition which had
satisfied in order for the operator to be applicable.

 Elements Relevant to a Simplification

Elements relevant to a simplification (or simply,relevant elements) are elements
of the designs involved in the simplification that play some role in discovering

Known

Candidate
Source
Analogs

Source
Analog

Candidate
Simplifications

Resulting
Simplification

Retrieval:
- point of view based pruning
- content-based filtering
- indexing

Selection

Mapping and Transfer

Selecting Simplification

Figure 3.The process of producing a simplification. The ovals represent sets of simplifications, wit
larger ones containing more simplifications, the rectangle represents one simplification.

- apply simplification
- select best simplification

Simplifications
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explaining the simplification. For example elements referred to in the explanation o
simplification are relevant (to that simplification). Relevant elements are useful for
purposes. On one hand, they allow buildingabstractionsof the objects involved in simpli-
fications. These abstractions will not contain those portions of the objects that are i
vant to the simplification. On the other hand, the relevant elements can be used as a
for building indexing schemes over the set of objects involved in known simplification

The set of relevant elements corresponding to a given simplification can be comp
automatically from the two objects involved in the simplification and the explanation
the simplification. We call the process of finding the relevant elementsrelevance calcula-
tion. Relevant elements of a simplification can be computed at the time the simplifica
is created and can be used thereafter whenever needed.

The relevance calculation can be decomposed into two phases: a) collecting the ele-
ments that are not absolutely irrelevant(with respect to the explanation) and b)propagat-
ing relevance along relations in the objects.

Elements not absolutely irrelevant (Levy 1994) with respect to an explanation are
ments that are explicitly mentioned in the explanation of the simplification. They m
occur in the description of differences, in the case that the explanation is given in term
differences, or in partial descriptions of objects, specifications of preconditions and a
ments of operators, if the explanation is given as a process. These elements are sai
not absolutely irrelevant because, while mentioned in the explanation, they may n
absolutely needed. However there may not be any basis for discarding them as irrel

Note that not absolutely irrelevant elements are elements explicitly present in
explanation of a simplification. These elements may be related to other elements
design which were not explicitly present in the explanation, but which may bear some
evance to the simplification. This could happen for instance when the explanation o
simplification is given by the difference between the two objects involved. In this c
only the removed and added elements are specified, without any reference to rel
between them. We conclude that relevance may also need to be propagated inside th
complex objects involved in the simplification, along the decompositions, relations
attributes. This propagation can be done either downwards (i.e., from component to
components, from relations to arguments, or components to attributes), or upwards

Simpler Object
Complex Object

Simpler-than

Relevant

Figure 4.The structure of a simplification.

Explanation

- differences
- processes

Relation
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from subcomponents to their “parent” component, from components to relations the
arguments of, and from components to relations of which attributes they are).

3.2  The Analogical Reasoning Process

In this subsection we describe the analogical reasoning process we are proposi
solving simplification problems emphasizing the use of relevance to guide the proce

 Retrieving

Retrieving is the first phase of the analogical reasoning process. Its purpose is to
simplification that corresponds to an object “similar” to the object that needs to be sim
fied.

For the purpose of retrieval, simplifications are organized first into classes of sim
cations corresponding to points of view and, second by an indexing scheme over the
vant elements of the objects involved in the simplification. Consequently retrieving sim
simplifications will also work in two stages: a)pruning, that is restricting the search to
only the class of simplification with the same point of view as the one specified in the
plification problem, and b)indexing, that is search using the indexing schemes.

The first stage is trivial and will be implemented by marking each object involved
some simplification with the corresponding point of view. Note, that if we decide to or
nize points of view into a hierarchy, a more efficient data structure should be used.

The second stage in retrieving a similar simplification is touse the indexesbuilt over
the relevant elements of the simplifications, in the class under consideration.

The result of retrieving is a set of candidate analogs. Each candidate analog cons
a set ofmatch hypotheseson which its selection as a candidate was based. Each m
hypothesis has associated with it ascore computed during the retrieval process.

The candidate analog with the highest score is selected to be used in the next ph
the analogical reasoning process. In the rest of this subsection we will assume that a
date analog has already been selected. As usual, we will refer to the selected can
analog as the “source” and to the simplification problem as the “target”.

 Mapping

Mapping is the second phase of the analogical reasoning process. It builds max
sets of consistent correspondences (matches) between relevant elements of the source a
elements in the target, calledglobal mappings(or gmaps, as the are called in the Structur
Mapping Engine (SME) literature). For mapping we propose to use a modified versio
Falkenheiner’s SME (Falkenheiner et al., 1993).

SME takes as input two descriptions, one of the source and one of the target, an
duces as output a set of gmaps of the source onto the target. Each gmap contains a
mal set of matches. Here ‘maximal’ means that adding any match to it would violate
consistency of the gmap. SME also attaches to each gmap astructural evaluation score
which provides an indication of the quality of the mapping.

In our approach to solving the simplification problem by analogical reasoning,
retrieving process associates with each candidate source analog a set of correspon
between relevant elements of the source and elements in the target. Each of these
spondences has assigned to it a score that is an indication of the quality of that corre
dence. Our implementation of SME uses these correspondences as initial m
hypotheses
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The mapping process produces a set of global mappings which can be the basis f
ferent simplifications that are likely to be applicable to the simplification problem to
solved. Our purpose is to select the best of these global mappings to increase the c
of generating a simplification in the target. For evaluating global mappings we use a s
tural evaluation method that assigns higher scores to deeper structures.

At the end of the mapping phase the global mapping with the highest evaluation s
will be selected for further consideration in the analogical reasoning process.

 Transferring Simplification Knowledge

Once a global mapping has been selected as the best candidate for analogical tr
it will be used to computecandidate simplifications. A candidate simplifications is a sim-
plification in the source which can be hypothesized to be applicable in the target as a
of the correspondences of the global mapping.

A candidate simplification is computed by finding elements in the source which
consistent with the global mapping’s correspondences, but are not in fact include
them. We will call these elementsunbound elements. Unbound elements are searched f
in the set of relevant elements of the source since those are the only ones that play
role in that simplification.

Once the unbound elements are found the existence of corresponding elements
target can be hypothesized. Building these hypotheses is performed by the simplific
knowledge transfer process.

How exactly the simplification knowledge will be transferred depends on whether
explanation for the simplification is given by a difference or by a simplification proces

 Evaluating the Result of the Simplification

Each of the simplified targets resulting from transferring the simplification knowle
and adapting the result has to be evaluated for the: a)requirementson the object, b)con-
straints of the simplification and c)complexity.

After the best simpler object was selected the corresponding simplification can be
erated. The target and the new object will be respectively the ‘more complicated’
‘simpler’ objects involved in the simplification. The explanation will be computed as
difference between the two objects, and the relevance calculation will be applied.

3.3  A Design Simplification System

To demonstrate our model of design simplification by goal-directed analogical rea
ing we implemented a design simplification system. The system was implemented i
CLIPS language (CLIPS 1993). The architecture of the system is shown in Figure 4
system consists of adatabase of known simplifications, an interfacemodule, adata man-
agement module, asimplifierand asimplification abstraction module.

4. ANALYZING THE EFFECT OF USING RELEVANCE

Applying the relevance of object elements (e.g., subexpressions of arithmetic ex
sions, or components of designs) to simplifications throughout the analogical reas
process is one of the important contributions of this paper. It is the way by which
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simplification), producing goal-directed analogical reasoning.

To demonstrate that using relevance to guide the analogical reasoning pr
improves the performance of our system, we had to measure its effect. For this we ne

1. to hypothesize which phases of the analogical reasoning process could be affec
the use of relevance,

2. to define a measure of performance for each of those phases,

3. to design and perform a set of experiments to collect statistics about the perform
measures of the different phases.

As it is the practice in analyzing algorithm complexity we propose that the time per
mance of a process should be measured by the number ofspecific operationsperformed.
Unfortunately there is no unique specific operation that can be counted to measure th

Figure 5.Architecture of the simplification system
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tem’s overall performance. For this reason we chose to identify specific operation
each of the phases of the analogical reasoning process that are affected by the use
vance.

In addition to simply measuring the effects of using relevance on the performanc
the system, in this set of experiments we also studied the effect of different kinds of
vance propagation methods (e.g., downward propagation, limited propagation, no p
gation) on the operation of the system (Note here, that in the current implementatio
our system we do not support upwards propagation, which is the reason why this pro
tion method was not tested).

The following subsections describe the setup for the experiments performed to
sure the effect of using relevance to guide the analogical reasoning process, and p
and discuss the results obtained.

 Setting up the Experiments

To measure the effect of using relevance on the operation of the system, we
hypothesized that the phases affected will be: a) the retrieval of source analogs, and
mapping of the source analog retrieved onto the target. For both of these phase
defined a measure of performance in terms of a specific operation. The measures
were:

• thenumber of a match hypotheses created for the retrieving phase,

• thenumber of global mappings(calledgmaps) generatedfor the mapping phase.

To perform the experiments the system was loaded with a simplification database
sisting of simplifications of arithmetic expressions. The database was generated in a
ous session, using the system’s simplification management capability and cont
simplifications explained by difference, as well as simplifications explained by a simp
cation process description. We performed the following experiments:

1. We turned off the relevance checking in the system. Then, for each of the versio
the simplification database (corresponding to different numbers of simplifications
presented the system with all those examples used in the first set of experiments
produced correct simplifications. We repeated the same set of experiments with th
evance checking turned on. For both of the cases we collected the measures d
above and compared the results.

2. We also wanted to study whether considering relevant elements to be only the on
explicitly referred to in the explanation of simplifications would make a difference 
the performance of the system. For this purpose we regenerated the databases u
our experiments such that the “relevance propagation” is limited to only one level (
only to the elements explicitly referred to). We reran our experiments described in
point 1. above with the newly generated simplification databases and performed 
same measurements and comparisons.
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 Results and Discussion

The results of the experiments for measuring the effect of using relevance are giv

Table 1. The three main columns in the table correspond to performing the experim
without taking into account the relevance, with the relevance fully propagated down
with the relevance only propagated down one level in the structure of the design mat
respectively. In all the cases the system produced the expected simplification.

The results show that when taking relevance into account the system generates
fewer match hypotheses and, as a consequence of this, much fewer global mapping
leads to an improvement of the performance of the system. Just by looking at the res
Table 1, we could claim that applying (fully propagated) relevance produced an impr
ment of about 50, in terms of both the number of match hypotheses generated and n
of global mappings generated. This is however a result that cannot be claimed to h
every situation because the actual results depend on the size of the database, the co
ity of designs involved in the simplifications and the number of elements in each sim
cation that are relevant to it (e.g., for a given simplification it is possible that only
element is relevant, but it is also possible that all the elements of the “simpler” de
involved are relevant).

Our experiments with the one-level propagation of relevance show that, in this cas
system generates slightly more match hypotheses and gmaps than when using full
gation, but less than when not using propagation at all. The reason for this is that one
propagation restricts the elements that can be matched, but not to the extent by whic
propagation does. It appears that using full propagation would always be the best c
However this may not always be the case. For simplifications for which the explanati
given by difference a full propagation may be needed because there is no way of kno
under what conditions the difference is applicable. On the other hand, for simplifica
for which the explanation is given by a simplification process description, no propaga
should needed, because, ideally, all the relevant elements should be referenced in th
cess description (in a condition, a transformation, or a state description). As a co
quence, the issue of relevance propagation needs further studying.

The conclusion we draw from these experiments is that using relevance to guid
analogical reasoning process can significantly improve the performance of the syste

5. RELATED WORK

We have no knowledge of any ongoing research in the area of “goal-based analo
reasoning for design simplification”. However, there is certainly a rich body of rese

Relevance OFF Relevance ON One-Level Relevance

Database
Size

Match
Hypotheses
Generate

Gmaps
Generated

Match
Hypotheses
Generated

Gmaps
Generated

Match
Hypotheses
Generated

Gmaps
Generated

18 18 7 11 4 14 6

40 37 13 27 9 32 11

50 49 17 36 12 41 17

75 65 24 41 15 52 21

85 67 27 56 21 61 33

TABLE 1.Summary of Experimental Results for Measuring the Effect of Using Relevance
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results in the relevant domains — model-based analogical reasoning about design
design optimization.

Model-based analogical reasoning refers to using mental models of the under
domain in the analogical reasoning process (Gentner 1983). Most of the work on ana
cal design (Qian & Gero 1992) (Bhatta & Goel 1994) (Goel 1997) relies on mental mo
of designs.

Analogical reasoning theory postulates that goals help determine both what
matched and how the match gets evaluated (Gentner 1993). This idea is incorpora
some of the research on analogical reasoning (Holyoak and Thagard 1989) (Forbu
Oblinger 1990). Our approach is related to both Holyoak & Thagard’s and Forbu
Oblinger’s work. Similar to Forbus & Oblinger, we propose goal-based filtering. Howe
in our approach the filtering doesn’t only refer to local matches considered, but to de
and design parts based on relevance of their components, attributes and relations.

Goal-directed analogical reasoning is not to be mistaken forpurpose-directed analogi-
cal reasoning(Kedar-Cabelli 1988). Goal-directed analogical reasoning refers to using
problem-solving goal to guide the analogical reasoning process. On the other hand
pose-directed analogical reasoning, as used by Kedar-Cabelli refers to using the pu
of using (the function of) an artifact to guide the analogical reasoning about its struc

Design simplification, and simplification (as a cognitive activity) in general, is a l
researched area. One of the most clear formulations of (what we may interpret as) d
simplification principles are Stoll’s (1991) design rules for efficient design for manu
ture. The only general approach to design simplification we know of is Suh’s (1990)(1
“Reduction of the Information Content of a Product”. This work gives a formal definit
of the information contentof a design, which we may interpret as a ‘measure of compl
ity’. In their work on methodologies for estimation of design projects Bashir and Thom
(1999), suggest that the accuracy of estimating the time required by a design p
depends on the accuracy of effort estimation. They propose a way to measure comp
of a project in the context of designing it and from the aspect of its function. Bothroyd
Dewhurst (1991) developed a set of principles for reducing the manufacturing and as
bly cost of a product. Their work is in the domain of Design for Manufacture (DFM) a
Design for Assembly (DFA). They view simplification as the reduction of a complex
measure in the context of manufacturing. As a general principle for simplification t
propose the reduction of the number of parts.

6. CONCLUSIONS & FUTURE WORK

The research presented in this paper had two major objectives: a) to define the sim
cation problem, and b) to propose a way to solve simplification problems. In purs
these objectives this research has produced the following contributions:

• It gave anoperational definition of simplification and of a simplification problem.

• It proposed a model forsolving simplification problems by using analogical reaso
ing.

• It proposed amodel-based analogical reasoning approach to design simplificat
problems.
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• It produced a working systemthat implements the model proposed for solving sim
plification problems.

• Through a series of experiments, this researchdemonstrated that the system is ope
ational.

• It demonstrated that the use of relevance in generating match hypotheses, retr
source analogs and building mappings improves the performance of the analo
reasoning mechanism.

As a general conclusion the research presented in this paper proposed new re
directions, presented original definitions, proposed new applications and approach
existing problems, and implemented and experimentally studied a new system.

 Future Work

In addition to the results proposed, the research presented in this paper opened u
research directions and raised a series of theoretical and practical questions that nee
studied. This gives us several opportunities to extend our research on simplificatio
general, and on design simplification, in particular.

We will perform further experiments with the system with the purpose of testing it
various examples, especially with real life problems, drawn from the area of design.

Currently the system has been tested for structural simplifications, but in our fu
research we will perform experiments with both behavioral and functional simplificat

Adding new application domains to the ones currently accepted by the system
extend the area of possible applications as well as increase the capability of the sys
use cross-domain similarities to produce interesting, and hopefully novel simplificatio

The simplification propagation problem (i.e., how simplification in one aspect is pro
gated to other aspects) raises questions such as: What representation can adequat
port the propagation of simplifications? How can the propagation of simplification
performed? What are the possible consequences of simplification propagation and
can those consequences be evaluated and anticipated? In our future research we
address the problem of simplification propagation.

Finally we expect that due to the use of analogical reasoning, our approach to so
simplification problems may come up with creative simplifications. For example, “imp
ing” a simplification idea from a different domain may suggest a completely novel wa
simplifying. We are interested in studying under what conditions our goal-directed ana
ical reasoning simplification process will be able to produce creative results.
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